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ProblemProblem--solvingsolving: a : a transactionaltransactional
perspectiveperspective
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WhatWhat isis thethe «« selfself »» mademade fromfrom ??
1. Perspective: internal language, mapping from set of names

to  objects, facts, situations, problems.
2. Heuristics: rules that, starting from a existing but now

unsatisfying solution and in the context of a given
perspective lead to one or several new solutions.

3. Interpretations: particular structured categorizations of the
real inside a given perspective, linked to a given position in 
the world (one -> many)

4. Predictions : expectations and predictions
5. Preferences

1. Fundamental (ends)
2. Instrumentals(means)

(Source: Scott E Page)
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Multiple selfs, multiples perspectivesMultiple selfs, multiples perspectives

 Subjectivity
 Positional objectivity: a judgment about an 

object is positionnally objective if anyone in 
that position would accept the same judgment.

 Transpositional objectivity: a judgment
about an object is transpositionnally objective if 
anyone in different position would accept the
same judgment.
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DemocracyDemocracy asas cooperativecooperative
inquiryinquiry
 Democracy is…« A dynamic institution for collectively

experimenting with different public policies that
enables citizens to learn what joint goals make sense for 
them and how best to achieve them. …the institutional
embodiment of practical reason for a collective agency
composed of equal citizens » (Anderson,2003:250).

 => Democracy must be more scientific (hence
indicators)

 => Science must be more democratic (notably with
respect to indicators as the failure of the movement of
social indicators shows)
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IndicatorIndicator:: definitiondefinition
 C is a property of a class of objects O we are interested

in (example: O is the population of a country and C is
their income)  

 I is an indicator for C iif from the observation of I we
get a value for C which enable us to categorize O on 
basis of this value. Example: the brand of car (I) enables
us to categorise the population O as rich or poor (C).
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ClassificationClassification ofof indicatorsindicators
 Internal or definitional: the indicator I participates in 

the definition of the concept C. It contributes to its
meaning. I can be more or less appropriate, but cannot
be false.

 External or empirical:  I  is empirically, factually related
to C.
• Observational: I is a « proxy » for C, which is

therefore observable. I is easier or cheaper to observe 
than C.

• Inferential: C is unobservable. It must be shown that
the occurrence of I follows logically (inference) from
the occurrence of C.

Source: S. Nowak (1976)



DemocracyDemocracy, , wellwell--beingbeing andand
indicatorsindicators
 Participation and freedom are important components of

well-being => intrinsic value of democracy
 There is a need of political incentives for keeping

governments responsible and accountable= 
instrumental value of democracy and of indicators.

 Well-being bears upon collective formation of values 
and common understanding of needs, rights and
duties=> constructive and epistemological value of
democracy and of indicators.

(Source: Sen, « Democracy as a Universal Value », Journal of Democracy 10.3, 
1999, 3-17)



IndicatorsIndicators ofof wellwell--beingbeing: : definitionaldefinitional, , 
observationalobservational, , inferentialinferential ??
 Definitional: a matter of public reasoning

• Needs ? Functionings ? Capabilities ? The problem of the
list and why Sen resists providing one.

• Urgency, basic, fundamental ?

 Observational :  observability (science) and
meaning (politics) => positional objectivity

 Inferential: a matter of scientific inquiry (ex: the
social gradient in health) => trans-positional
objectivity



DifferentDifferent perspectives on perspectives on wellwell--beingbeing

 Existing discourses
• Preferences-commodities-utility
• Stress-coping-adaptation
• Capability-functionings
• Needs-satisfiers-satisfaction
• …

 Two Questions
• Specificity of a local assessment of well-being ? 

(what local responsibility ?)
• What influence on the choice of a discourse



TheThe needneed--satisfierssatisfiers theorytheory: : 
basic basic elementselements ((SoranSoran ReaderReader))

 A distinction between:
• Dispositional need: a need one has simply by virtue

of being what one is.  
• Occurrent need: a need one has by being in a state of

lack (needing water when being dehydrated)
 Satisfier: the object of the need
 The non-needy state achieved when the need

is met.



HierarchyHierarchy ofof dispositionaldispositional needsneeds ??
 UUniversalniversal : needs that are constitutive of man as a member of the 

human kind. These are the biological and psychological needs 
coming from human nature, i.e. its genetic make-up as shaped by 
evolution (including psychological needs coming from its special
state of immaturity at birth). Needs having to be met in any
society.

 ParticularParticular : culturally, historically and geographically contingent 
manifestations of universal needs + inescapable vital and agency
needs resulting from the social identity (status and roles) given 
by society. As examples of particular needs, one could mention 
pensions and insurances entitlements, computer and internet 
connection, banking account, transport systems, etc. 

 Singular : needs that arise from the singular circumstances that 
some individuals are facing temporarily or not, for special 
biological (being ill, pregnant, disables) or social (special 
requirements of some jobs or social roles) reasons.   



Nancy Fraser Nancy Fraser againstagainst «« thinthin »» theoriestheories ofof needsneeds
 Such theories assume that the politics of needs concerns only whether

various predefined needs will or will not be provided for. …
• They take the interpretation of people's needs as simply given and

unproblematic; they thus occlude the interpretive dimension of needs
politics-the fact that not just satisfactions but need interpretations are 
politically contested. 

• They assume that it is unproblematic who interprets the needs in 
question and from what perspective and in the light of what interests; 
they thus occlude the fact that who gets to establish authoritative, thick
definitions of people's needs is itself a political stake. 

• They take for granted that the socially authorized forms of public 
discourse available for interpreting people's needs are adequate and fair; 
they thus occlude the question whether these forms of public discourse
are skewed in favor of the self-interpretations and interests of dominant 
social groups and, so, work to the disadvantage of subordinate or 
oppositional groups; they occlude, in other words, the fact that the
means of public discourse themselves may be at issue in needs politics. 

• Such theories fail to focalize the social and institutional logic of
processes of need interpretation; they thus occlude such important 
political questions as where in society, in what institutions, are 
authoritative need interpretations developed, and what sorts of social
relations are in force among the interlocutors or co- interpreters? »



TheThe strugglestruggle overover needsneeds……
 Claimants: « politization » of needs. « Our needs are (must be) a 

public concern ». « In oppositional discourses, needs-talk is a 
moment in the self-constitution of new collective agents or socoal
movements » (Fraser, p.303)

 Dominant groups: re-privatization of needs as « domestic » (family
matter), « economic » (firms and business concern), etc. Not a 
public (political) concern.

 The social is the site where needs which have become politicized in 
the discursive sense become candidates for state-organized
provision => experts

 Experts needs discourses translate politicized needs into objects of
potential state intervention. They consists in re-writing operations, 
translating politicized needs in adminis-trative needs. => 
individualization., passivity, etc..



Beyond thin conceptions: Max-Neef’ s participatory
approach



Source: Innovaders:www.innovaders.nl/images/nb/basic.human.needs.pdf

Beyond thin conceptions: Max-Neef’ s 
participatory approach



A A thickthick theorytheory ofof needsneeds
• Needs and identity: needs articulation as building of selfs.

• Universal selfs: human beings
• Particular selfs: women, gays, artists, etc.
• Singular selfs.

• What do We need: 
• What satisfiers ?
• What minimum (and maximum) level of provision for the

satisfiers ?
• What process by which satisfiers are provided
• What indicators of poverty (occurent needs).
• What process of needs articulation ?



Conclusions Conclusions andand interrogationsinterrogations

 The design of indicators is only one stage in a 
larger democratic process of problem-solving.

 The choice of definitional and observational
indicators of well-being cannot be left to 
experts only.

 QUESTIONS: 
• How far is – or should be - well-being (progress, 

happiness, …) a local « public » problem ?
• What implications for local and non-local institutions ?


